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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Assessment structure change 
Following feedback from teachers and examiners, we are replacing the 6-mark combined assessment 
objective questions in GCSE Religious Studies J625. These changes will make our assessment more 
straightforward for students, teachers and examiners. We have also made a minor change to a level of 
response descriptor in the mark scheme. These changes will be introduced for the 2020 exam series. 

What has changed? 
• For Components 01–05 (Beliefs and teachings and Practices) the 6-mark question which was

previously assessed using a combination of AO1 and AO2, is being replaced by a 6-mark
question which will be assessed using AO1 only.

• For Components 06–10 (the religion, philosophy and ethics papers) there are two 6-mark
questions. One will continue to be assessed using AO1, and the other which previously used a
combination of AO1 and AO2, will now be assessed using AO2 only.

• In our levels of response descriptors we have changed ‘adequate but underdeveloped’ to
‘satisfactory’.

• We haven't changed 15 mark questions which are assessed using a combination of AO1 and
AO2, or made any changes to the specification content.

How are we supporting you? 

We have updated the sample assessment materials to reflect these changes for ‘Christianity Beliefs 
and teachings and Practices’, 'Religion, philosophy and ethics in the modern world from a Christian 
perspective’, so you can see what our new question papers and mark schemes will look like. These can 
be found under the assessment tab on the GCSE Religious Studies qualification pages. We will update 
the sample assessment materials for the remaining components ready for teaching in September 2019.  

In September we are hosting a webinar which will add further clarification to this update, and answer any 
questions which this might raise. Look out for more information on how to book your space on this in the 
next few weeks. 

In September we will also provide a candidate exemplar resource, which will provide more details about 
these changes to help your students become familiar with the knowledge and skills needed in our 
qualification. 

If you would like further information please contact the Religious Studies Subject Advisor on 
01223 553998 or email religious.studies@ocr.org.uk. 

mailto:religious.studies@ocr.org.uk
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Paper 7 series overview 
OCR GCSE Religious Studies 9-1 enables centres and candidates to choose optional papers to 
specialise in particular faiths and the perspectives they take on issues. Paper 7 is one of a series which 
enables candidates to specialise in looking at issues from a Muslim perspective. Common issues, such 
as views about God, war and peace and so on, are studied. Candidates are encouraged to look into 
different perspectives from Muslims within the faith tradition, to help them to appreciate diversity. 

For candidates to be successful in this paper it is important that they know and understand sources of 
wisdom and authority as relevant to the different topics, and employ them in their answers. They should 
demonstrate awareness of the issues raised and their significance in the modern world. Successful 
candidates will be aware of different Muslim perspectives and be able to discuss them, particularly in 
part (d) responses.  

A full range of responses was received, including those which scored very few marks right up to those 
which scored well over 100 marks, in the paper which was marked out of 126. However, there were 
many weak papers and far fewer excellent responses. In this year’s paper, topics 1 and 4 proved the 
most challenging, with candidates finding celibacy and Civil Partnerships in topic 1, and the role of the 
Church of England in public life and secularism in topic 4, the most difficult. By contrast, the use of world 
resources and genetic manipulation were well understood. 

A significant number of candidates missed out most or all of Question 4, suggesting they had run out of 
time. Time management is therefore an issue centres are advised to emphasise with candidates. Some 
candidates covered the questions in the wrong order, but there was no evidence this made any 
difference to their overall mark. In some cases, these scripts missed one or two questions and the risk 
for candidates taking this approach is that they accidentally miss out one or two parts as it may be more 
difficult for them to keep track of what they have already answered. 

Some candidates referred to sources of wisdom and authority well, whereas others omitted them. It is 
worth underlining that reference to these are important features of good responses for parts (c) and (d) 
questions. Sources of wisdom and authority might be quotes, as in the case of the Qur’an and Hadith, or 
generally referred to, and other sources such as Imams could also be mentioned.  

The best responses to part (d) extended questions focused specifically on the stimulus given. Many mid-
range responses follow a formula of agree and disagree, but where this covered the topic but did not 
address the specific focus of the statement given, the answer fell short. According to the AO2 
descriptors, some measure of analysis is needed and if the focus of the statement given is missed then it 
is difficult to come to a valid conclusion, usually restricting a response to Level 2. Often candidates were 
able to refer to relevant knowledge sufficient for the demands of the question, but struggled to interpret 
and discuss it sufficiently to achieve higher marks.  
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Question 1 (a)  

The purposes of the family were generally identified with many candidates gaining 2 or 3 marks out of 3. 
Some candidates described families or what they did, rather than identifying the purpose according to 
Muslims. 

Question 1 (b) 

The best responses, of which there were few, differentiated between celibacy in different situations: 
outside of marriage as opposed to within marriage; and some mentioned alternative sexualities. Most 
candidates wrote that Muslims opposed celibacy as it was seen as a duty to marry. Some candidates 
mistook the meaning of celibacy. 

Question 1 (c) 

Many candidates wrote about the importance of equality in Islam, the implication being that culture 
should not influence Muslim views. Some wrote about aspects of culture, such as the position of women, 
and situations where women felt under pressure to marry despite their right to refuse according to 
Islamic tradition. Not all candidates understood what culture was. 

Question 1 (d) 

Not all candidates knew what Civil Partnerships were but most did and were able to write a balanced 
argument. Many responses cited traditional Islamic teachings which are said to prohibit homosexual Civil 
Partnerships, and then argued that others might refer to the free will Muslims are given to take their own 
decisions and therefore live according to the way they feel is right for them. A few found common ground 
in the Islamic nikah as a contract with the idea of a Civil Partnership as a formal contract, which was an 
interesting angle in favour of the argument. 
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Exemplar 1 

 

This is an extract from an extended essay in response to 1d. The response refers to sources of wisdom 
and authority and shows understanding of different views within Islam. The response demonstrates 
adequate but underdeveloped analysis – this could be further expanded in detail. The full response 
overall, with a conclusion, meets the criteria for AO2 Level 3.   
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Question 2 (a)  

Candidates generally did not know what a religious ‘experience’ was as opposed to an action, and most 
described actions such as the Five Pillars of birth rites. Some did identify visions, dreams, Sufi dhikr/zikr 
experiences among others. 

Question 2 (b) 

This was well answered and many candidates referred to sources of wisdom and authority, such as the 
names of Allah contained in the Qur’an, to help them explain why Muslims believe Allah is good. 

Question 2 (c) 

Responses  for this question were generally reasonable and a few candidates referred to specific 
passages, parables or stories within the Qur’an, such as miracles of Jesus (Isa) or the Hadith recording 
the Night Journey of Muhammad, as evidence which helped Muslims believe in Allah’s existence and 
power. Others interpreted the question in terms of personal devotion and explained how the practice of a 
Muslim in reading the Qur’an helped them to believe. Both approaches were valid. 

Question 2 (d)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This question was fairly well answered on the whole. Many candidates referred to humankind as 
‘khalifahs’ or guardians of what Muslims regard as Allah’s creation, and therefore should not treat it any 
way they liked but adhere to Allah’s commands. On the other hand, many quoted traditions suggesting 
the world was a gift from Allah to be used and enjoyed by people. Some candidates interpreted 
resources very widely and discussed weapons and medical ethics. With environmental matters being 
topical in the news this year, many candidates were well informed and able to make a discussion out of 
this stimulus. 
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Question 3 (a)  

Candidates generally wrote that Muslims opposed violence. Many did not respond to the aspect of the 
question which asked them to consider violence ‘in society’ and instead wrote about war. 

Question 3 (b) 

There were some reasonable answers for this question. Note that it asked about how, and not why, 
Muslims might help work for peace. Some candidates gave a justification but did not describe any 
method of working for peace, but better responses identified particular ways of peace-making. Peace 
could be worked for in different situations: to make peace between countries, between different 
communities or even individuals and all were considered valid responses. 

Question 3 (c) 

Not all candidates understood the question was about social injustice. Those who did often mentioned 
Muslims should challenge injustices, such as when women were not treated equally, or when Muslims 
faced prejudice such as being denied equal opportunities when applying for a job. The best responses 
referred to sources of wisdom and authority to explain why Muslims ought to challenge social injustice, 
and quoted from the Qur’an or from examples from Muhammad’s Sunnah of examples, mostly contained 
in the Hadith. 

Question 3 (d) 

 
The best responses referred to different types of pacifism and general emphasis of peace and peace-
making within Islam, balanced by the existence of teachings about lesser Jihad, and the conditions for 
this. While most candidates identified different views, the best were able to discuss the significance of 
‘cannot’ in the stimulus quotation, pointing out that a few Muslims chose to be pacifists and they had the 
freedom to make that interpretation, as opposed to most who took a more nuanced position. 
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Exemplar 2 

 

 

Two short extracts from an extended response to 3d are shown here. 

The response demonstrates good knowledge and understanding of sources of wisdom and authority for 
AO1, appropriately chosen and relevant to this question. 

There is some evidence of critical evaluation in the exploration of different types of pacifism, and the 
handling of different views within Islam for AO2.  

Question 4 (a)  

A variety of occasions were identified for interfaith dialogue, although some were too short to be given a 
mark. Mosque, for example, was insufficient; a mosque open day, where those of other faiths might 
attend and discuss, was a better response. 
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Question 4 (b) 

This question was poorly answered. Some candidates wrote about general similarities, or differences, 
between Islam and Christianity. Few specifically identified the role of the Church of England. A few 
mentioned particular occasions, such as Remembrance, or the importance of Bishops in the House of 
Lords, which some said Muslims might welcome as a means to air religious views, and others thought 
Muslims might have less favourable attitudes towards. 

Exemplar 3 

 

This response is adequate but underdeveloped, reaching band 2 for knowledge, 3 marks. 

Some aspects of religion in public life and Muslim attitudes towards it are recognised but could be further 
expanded on. 
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Question 4 (c) 

This question was not well answered. Few understood what secularism is. Those who did argued that 
some Muslims might disagree because of the belief that everything was connected with following a way 
of life ordained by Allah. Some chose specific matters where issues might be dealt with differently by a 
secular authority than guidance considered from a religious authority. 

Question 4 (d) 

Genetic manipulation was well understood and most candidates were able to make a balanced 
discussion in response to this quotation. Many argued that Allah created people, plants and animals as 
intended and willed and Muslims should not interfere. To counter this, others argued that curing diseases 
and providing food security could be positive outcomes from genetic manipulation. The best answers 
ensured reference was made to sources of wisdom and authority in Islam to back up arguments made. 

 



Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Review students' exam performance with our free online results analysis tool. Available for GCSE, A Level 
and Cambridge Nationals. 

It allows you to:

• review and run analysis reports on exam performance 

• analyse results at question and/or topic level*

• compare your centre with OCR national averages 

• identify trends across the centre 

• facilitate effective planning and delivery of courses 

• identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle 

• help pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

*To find out which reports are available for a specific subject, please visit ocr.org.uk/administration/
support-and-tools/active-results/ 

Find out more at ocr.org.uk/activeresults

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website. 

www.ocr.org.uk
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OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR 
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching 
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.  
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the 
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made 
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between 
published support and the specification, therefore please use the 
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes 
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the 
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between 
the specification and a resource please contact us at:  
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or 
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding 
organisation, you can request more information by completing the 
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:  
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of 
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance 
programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 

© OCR 2019 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company 
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office  
The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA.  
Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

General qualifications
Telephone 01223 553998
Facsimile 01223 552627
Email general.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

www.ocr.org.uk

OCR Customer Support Centre

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources 
for your qualification:

www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/

mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
http://www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
mailto:general.qualifications%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
www.ocr.org.uk
http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
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